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On metrology of electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy in
time-frequency domain
(1)S.Kernbach, I.Kuksin, O.Kernbach, A.Kernbach

Abstract—The paper briefly considers the metrology
of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) in
time-frequency domain for analysis of nonstationary
processes in liquids and organic tissues. In particular,
the application of normalization operator to satisfy
the stationarity condition in impedance calculation is
discussed. It introduces new measurement scales as
inverse functions of time func(t)−1 and frequency-time
func(f, t)−1 or operates in dimensionless units. Such
normalization shifts the focus of EIS from electrochem-
ical test systems to external excitations affecting sam-
ples. This provides universality required for character-
ization of chemical, biological and biophysical interac-
tions of different nature. Reproducible calibration of
EIS devices for standardization of such measurements
is described. The discussed approach is exemplified
by differential EIS measurements in thermostabilized
system with excitation of fluidic samples in thermal
and optical way.

I. Introduction

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a well-
known method of physicochemical analysis in laboratory,
field and industrial environments [1], [2]. Typically, EIS
is used for analysis of electrotechnical systems, battery

Fig. 1. The differential EIS spectrometer, 1,2,3 – elements of
the device; 4, 5 – electrodes of the channel 1 and 2.
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and electrolytes, surface and ionic phenomena, and several
other effects [3]. The first applications of this method
for measuring ionic properties of organic solutions and
biological tissues in the framework of biophysics and early
spintronics date back to the 80s [4]. At present, the
EIS is developed further, in particular, the impedance
spectroscopy is applied not only in the frequency domain,
but also in the time-frequency domain. Such EIS measure-
ments are carried out with exposition of fluids by external
excitations without removing electrodes from measuring
containers, see Fig. 1. The sensory element is represented
not only by physicochemical properties of fluids, but also
by electrochemical interactions during measurements (e.g.
change of ionic reactivity). As currently assumed, these
interactions utilize quantum mechanisms on the level of
ion production and proton conductivity [5], [6], [7]. This
methodology significantly increases the sensitivity and
resolution of the sensor, as well as minimizes interferences.
Measurements in the time-frequency domain extend the

EIS paradigm for investigating nonstationary processes in
aqueous and colloidal solutions, and in organic tissues. In
this case, it is common to consider the electrochemical
measurement system as a linear stationary system for
small signals with discrete time [8]. The analysis is per-
formed by the frequency response analysis (FRA), as well
as by processing the RMS excitation and response signals
[9]. Both methods are implemented in the EIS device and
in the measurement methodology.
The time-frequency EIS introduces a new scale and

it is necessary to consider metrological aspects of these
measurements. First of all, the question arises about the
meaning of used measurement scales and calibration of EIS
devices. The following sections consider the application
of dimensionless, inverse functions of time func(t)−1 or
frequency-time func(f, t)−1 scales. We argue that all three
options reflect the same principle of relative measure-
ments, where the focus is shifted from electrochemical
test systems to external excitations affecting fluidic and
organic samples [10]. This approach allows considering
a common nature of different chemical, biological and
biophysical interactions. Since Prof. Vernadsky was one of
the first researchers, who expressed in 1931 [11] the idea of
a common unit in measuring various biophysical processes,
it is proposed to support the initiative of naming this scale
as the Vernadsky scale.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the tensor kΥf
t (1) as the heat map (RGB color palette), the conductivity of water is measured

in the frequency range 0.1kHz–170kHz.

II. Spectroscopy in the time-frequency domain

The result of EIS analysis in the time-frequency do-
main is represented by the third-rank tensor kΥf

t with
discrete indices k, f , t. The f , t denote the frequency
and time components, the index k denotes the components
of EIS analysis (magnitude, phase, correlation, real and
imaginary parts of the FRA, etc.), see [12] on the tensor

notation. The dimension kΥf
t causes difficulties for its

representation, one of the possibilities is to use the heat
map graphs, where t, f are located on the axes x, y, and
the color scale represents one of k, see Fig. 2. The tensor
kΥf

t has the following form
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(1)

The tensor kΥf
t is structured with respect to the indices

t for the areas before and after the time tm

A : kΥf
t → t < tm, (2)

B : kΥf
t → t ≥ tm, (3)

where tm represents the begin of exposure, A is the
background measurement area, and B is the area, where
the response is analyzed.

An essential issue of kΥf
t in relation to components f is

the superposition of the response of EIS system UEIS and
the response of a fluidic test object Uobject

kΥf=f0...fmax = Uf
EISU

f
object. (4)

In some EIS systems [13] a linear character Uf
EIS of f

is assumed and an offset calibration for f = f0...fmax is
performed. This leads Uf

EIS to 1 for all f . However, the real

properties of Uf
EIS are non-linear. Thus, the expression

(4) results in a non-linear sensitivity that is manifested in
different scales for each of f . This effect is well visible in
Fig. 2, where the difference between f is larger than the
variation of the signal inside one f .

The behavior of kΥf
t in relation to the components t

results in nonlinearity, due to the fact that EIS interacts
with the test system during measurements

kΥt=t0...tmax
= OEIS

t

(
Oobject

t , t
)
. (5)
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Fig. 3. The normalized representation of the tensor kΥf
t by (8). The same graph as in Fig. 2, but represented in the URM

(Units of Relative Measurements) scale, the color palette HSV, the resolution 2 · 10−3 URM for the entire scale, conductivity
fluctuations at 10−4 are well visible, the temperature of fluidic cell is stabilized.

An example of such an interaction is the self-ionization,
where the external electric field changes equilibrium con-
dition of dissociation and recombination of H3O

+ and
H− [14]. As mentioned above, the mechanism of self-
ionization is of quantum nature [6] (among other factors).
It should be noted that the expression (5) can include
different components, such as a non-stationarity of fluidic
cell and external excitations, as well as a non-stationarity
of the measurement itself. These components should be
distinguished from each other.

Let us consider one of components k, represented, for
example, by the magnitude of impedance Z(f, t) with the
dimension Ohm ·m. The measurement of this value by the
RMS approach consists in analyzing the excitation signal
VV (f, t) and the current response signal VI(f, t)

Z(f, t) = s(f)
VV (f, t)

VI(f, t)
, (6)

where s(f) is the cell constant, defined as the ratio between
the area of electrodes to the distance between them (con-
sidering the geometry of the cell). Since the impedance of
a two-terminal network should be independent of time, the
following agreement is used – the measurement (6) should
be performed in a short time, so that the non-linear part
of (5) remains small and can be neglected for the given
measurement accuracy

Z(f, t) = s(f)
VV (f, t)

VI(f, t)
===⇒
t→0

Z(f) = s(f)
VV (f)

VI(f)
. (7)

To avoid the nonlinearity in s(f), the frequency f is
often fixed. For example, the cell constant is calibrated

in this way. It is obvious that (7) and (1) to some extent
represent different EIS paradigms, because (1) affects the
stationarity of physical quantities indexed by k.

III. Normalization of the response of the test
system

Spectroscopy in the form (1) is not used in cases where
the structures (2) and (3) are not distinguished from each
other. Here, the method (7) is more preferable. However,
in applications where structures (2) and (3) should be
distinguished, it is necessary to solve the above-mentioned
problems of kΥf

t in the form of different scales in the index
f and to preserve stationarity in the index t. The work [10]
already expressed the idea that the structure (2) in kΥf

t

represents an independent physical quantity characterizing
the reaction of test system without external stimuli. In
order to avoid different scales in f , it was suggested to
make kΥf

t (2) in the area A dimensionless with respect to
physical quantities in k, for example, in the form

φA =
kΥf=f0...fmax

t

kΥf=f0...fmax

t0

= func(f, t), t < tm, (8)

so that

φA(f, t) ≈ 1, t < tm. (9)

This representation is shown in Fig. 3. The value of
tm is chosen to satisfy (9), which is implemented as a
sliding window. Fig. 6 shows the application of (9) to the
region B (the dynamics after impact), where the sliding
window method allows showing time-frequency patterns
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Fig. 4. The normalized representation of the tensor kφf
t by (14) with structures (2) (the region A before exposure) and (3) (the

region B after begin of exposure). The electrochemical test system is affected by external thermal excitation.

at the deviation level 10−3 Units of Relative Measure-
ments (URM) for all f . In this case, the approximation
accuracy (to the 1) of the unexcited state of the EIS
system can be defined, for example, the deviation values
10−4 − 10−5 URM are achievable. Considering (9) from
the metrological point of view, we can note that (8) acts
as a normalizing metric operator with (9) as a unit scale.
Although φ(f, t) is a function of frequency and time, the
normalization (9) makes it, and correspondingly the entire
scale, dimensionless that satisfies the assumptions made in
[10].

Now we consider the structure (3) in kΥf
t . Its physical

meaning is the reaction of test system in the context of
physical quantities indexed by k. Here the normalization
(9) can not be performed. There are two ways of consider-
ing the structure (3) with respect to the structure (2) (the
unit scale). In the first case, we extend (8) to all values of
t

φB =
kΥf=f0...fmax

t

kΥf=f0...fmax

t0

∣∣∣∣∣
t=tw

= func(f), t ≤ tmax, (10)

by fixing the time t = tw in the manner (7). In this
method, the entire response of the test system represents
the sum of responses at short discrete instants of time,
i.e. the value t is replaced by a measurement index. An

example can be given by the Nyquist diagram, which does
not include time but can be indexed by the number of
iterative measurements. This approach solves the problem
of measurement stationarity since all indexed values are
independent measurements performed in the manner of
(7).

In the second case, we consider (8) only for t ≥ tm

φB =
kΥf=f0...fmax

t

kΥf=f0...fmax

t0

= func(f, t), t ≥ tm. (11)

Here the whole system is considered as non-stationary
in sense of (5) and the dynamics of physical quantities
in the index k is investigated. For example, the conduc-
tivity dynamics measured by the RMS method can be
considered.

Despite the similarity, the (10) and (11) have different
metrological and physical meaning, since they lead to
different dimensions of the total φ for t ≤ tmax

φ = φB , t ≤ tmax, (12)

and

φ =
φA

φB
=

1

φB
, t ≤ tmax, (13)

Both variants convert (10) to the form
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Fig. 5. The impact of a laser (512nm, 5mV, the class 1) on a liquid in the channel 1, the channel 2 is placed behind the channel
1 at the distance of 10 cm. The differential dynamics of channels before, during and after the exposure is shown, the color
palette HSV, the resolution 3 · 10−3 URM for the whole scale. The appearance of high-frequency components after switching on
the laser and low-frequency components after switching off is visible. The renormalization kφf

t is performed at the beginning of
measurement.

Although φ in (12) is a function of frequency, both time
and frequency are represented by discrete measurement
indexes. In the physical sense, the expression (10) leads
φ to an indexed dimensionless value. On the other hand,
φ in (13) has a dimension func(f, t)−1 that with similar
consideration of frequency as the indexed parameter can
lead to func(t)−1. Both options are already mentioned in
the literature, e.g. [10], [15] expressed arguments in favor of
the dimensionless φ, while [16], [17] considered the option
sec−1 for φ.

IV. Dimension φ: dimensionless quantity,
func(t)−1 or func(f, t)−1?

The physical meaning of φ for t ≤ tmax consists either
in characterization of the test object (when the affecting
parameter is known), or in characterization of the affecting
parameter (when test object is known). Both variants are
used in practical tasks. In our case, with a known test
object (e.g. distilled water), it is possible to characterize
affecting chemical, biological and biophysical effects (e.g.
biological effects of electromagnetic emissions). It seems
more logical to use the dimensionless variant of calculating
φ, as the ratio of the behavior of non-affected test system
to the behavior of affected test system. It is necessary to
fix the time of impact t = tw. The entire scale based
on normalization (8) and (9), and proposed in [10] is
dimensionless. The situation with dimensionless scales has
not changed in the last 20 years of biophysical research
[15].

Dimensionless scales have strengths and weaknesses.
For example, without theoretical foundation of biophysical
effects that is accepted by most researchers, and with
increasing role of quantum effects in macro-systems, a di-
mensionless scale remains only one realistic possibility for
calibrating biophysical measurement devices. Dimension-
less scales allow measuring the steady-state characteristics
in the response of test systems. However, when considering
the dynamics of these responses for t ≥ tm, for example,
the attenuation values, it is necessary to take func(f, t)−1

for φ.

The obvious difficulty of introducing func(f, t)−1 is an
unclear physical meaning of this dimension. The work [16]
provided arguments for func(t)−1 with the rotation of
objects, which are too complex for solving metrological
problems in real devices. An essential argument for the
choice of scales is a stationarity of measurement processes
(to distinguish with the stationarity of the test system
and the impact). The method (7) guarantees such a
stationarity, which leads to the selection of (10) and
(12) in calculation of φ for t ≤ tmax. This results in a
dimensionless scale represented on the corresponding axis
as ’Units of Relative Measurements’ (URM).

We can give an example. Let the changes in conductivity
(phase, correlation, pH, etc.) in the phase B (after the
impact) be at 0.999-1.001 URM. These values are obtained
according to (10) and (12) as the ratio of conductivity
in the experimental region to the conductivity in the
background region. In absolute scale, if the conductivity of
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Fig. 6. Appearance of post-experimental time-frequency structures in a test fluid upon renormalization of kφf
t in a sliding

analysis window, the color palette RGB.

used water is 2 µS/cm, this means that the variation in ex-
perimental region will be 2*(1.001-0.999)=0.004 µS/cm or
4nS/cm. Values in the URM scale allow avoiding different
physical quantities and focusing on their relative changes
under external excitation. It should be remembered that
these quantities are meaningful only with accumulation of
statistics from different excitations and test systems.

In conclusion of this section, we would like to quote the
words of V.I.Vernadsky: ’On the basis of new physics, the
phenomenon should be studied in a space-time domain.
The space of life, as we have seen, has its own special state
in nature. The time that corresponds to it has not only the
polar character, but also a special parameter peculiar to
it, a unit of measurement, which is related to life’ [11].

V. Calibration of EIS

The expression (9) defines the meaning of calibration,
its value for t ≤ tm should approach 1 with the deviation
10−3 − 10−5. It is proposed to use technical demineralized
water (for example, meeting the standards of DIN 43530-
4, VDE 0510 or similar) at room temperature 22-32◦C as
a test object. The temperature of liquids (small changes in
conductivity can be compensated by means of temperature
coefficients) should be also measured. The conductivity
of water is recommended to be 1 − 3µS/cm (therefore it
is necessary to control storage conditions with respect to
CO2 and light). It is necessary to exclude light and EM
fields from active phase of measurements. An essential
issue for calibration is the stationarity condition of the
measuring liquid. Omitting the discussion about whether
the EIS is stationary in a long time, we point to (7) as a
condition for achieving stationarity at such time intervals
when (9) is satisfied. In other words, measurements should

be conducted with fresh water taken from a large contain-
er, the longer the measurement lasts, the greater is the
non-stationarity the test fluid. It should be remembered
that the exposure of liquids by experimental factors is also
not stationary in many cases, therefore, EIS measurements
have a probabilistic character. It is necessary to carry
out a minimum number of independent measurements (30
attempts) under similar conditions to obtain a statistically
significant result.
From a practical point of view, the renormalization of

kφf
t can be carried out in a sliding window, and the

resolution of post-experimental dynamics is significantly
increased, as for example shown in Fig. 6. On the other
hand, without renormalization, it is possible to compare
the parameters of two different effects, as shown in Fig.
7(a), 5 or as 4D graph in Fig. 7(b).

VI. Conclusion

This paper considered two issues of extended EIS
measurements: satisfying the stationarity condition for
impedance calculation of EIS in time-frequency domain,
and characterization of external excitations without ex-
pressing them in electrochemical units. Both problems
have common roots in the metrology of EIS. It is demon-
strated, that the normalization operator imposes a specific
metric on the result and can be expressed either in dimen-
sionless units, or as inverse functions of time (or frequency-
time). In this paper, the use of dimensionless units is
argued: firstly, they satisfy the stationarity condition, and
secondly, they are more consistent with the philosophical
idea of the universal characteristic of various biophysical
processes. However, it needs to mention that universal
measurement scales expressed as func(t)−1, func(f, t)−1
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Two impacts (B1, B2) by biological objects on the test fluid without repeated renormalization kφf
t , the differences in

the time-frequency properties of both impacts are clearly visible; (b) The representation of RMS conductivity and FRA phase
of impedance in dimensionless scale in the form of 4D graph, renormalization of kφf

t was carried out once at the beginning of
measurement (HSV the color palette). The change in fluid parameters under periodic impact and their returning to the previous
level are shown.

has been already discussed in the research community
despite their physical meaning needs further clarification.
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